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Knowledge about value
“I need to say that the value of science to patients is immense – indeed, I myself would be dead at least
three times over without modern medicine and surgery,” said Iona Heath, speaker at FederaDag, 11th
November. But it could still be better, she continued. “The value would be even greater if biomedical
science was more circumspect: more prepared to concede its pretension to knowledge that does not
stand up to scrutiny, its exclusion of other important sources of knowledge, and its corruption by conflicts
of interest and by wishful thinking.”
Download this and other presentations.

Growing your value network
The FederaDag was an excellent opportunity to network for the more than 60 participants. Experts were
present out of many biomedical fields and many fields of work. John Jacobs: “Spoken with other postdocs,
and heard about the many nonacademical career possibilities for the 99,5% very valuable postdocs.”

In 2017, you will again be offered a possibility to grow your knowledge and network. The subject is:
`Experiments on humans and animals`
Experiments on human or animals are delicate and important. Yet a lot of research remains wasted or not
performed, which both would be a loss for the experimental subjects and objects. The FederaDag 2017
zooms in on these crucial in vivo experiments.

The Federa Award 2016: a radical change in strategy for
anticancer research
Award winner prof David Stewart shared 7 Messages on how to make cancer research more clinical
relevant. Which messages? See How to make Cancer Research more clinical relevant.

Societal Federa Award: towards greater participation by patients
in science
“A PSP is like a flash mob”, says Steph Garfield-Birbeck, JLA manager, who was handed over the societal
Federa Award. But the JLA does not initiate this flash mobs. Who does initiate, and how they proceed,
see "Towards greater participation by patients in science".

Download presentations on healthy-science-increasing-value-reducing-waste
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